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Question Book
KVSC' s 28thAnnual Trivia Contest, Feb. 9-11
Jf1)7

Rank Team Name
1st
2nd
3rd

I:?" 4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
)

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
✓

32nd
33rd

> 34th
35th
36th
37th
38th
,,,-39th
40th
41st
42nd

Points Headguarters

Pull-Start Diesel
Stefan's Dream 8:Stefan Down Under
Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women
Sock Monkey Jihad
Neo-Maxi Zoom Dweebies
Sigma Phi Nothing
Nuyorican Poets Soiree'
Panties WAAAY Too Tight
Loose Meat Sandwiches
Voodoo Dolls
Feelin' Comfortable
Non-Essential Gov't Workers
D.O.A. Hole
What Would Scooby Doo In A Balloon?
Freshly Squeezed
Finding Answers & Seeking Clues
11 Years, 3 Days, & 50 Hours in the Life of LDE
ET: Your Guide to Bangkok
Mann Steim Team Roller
House of Insanity
Redneck Zombie Mofos
Meyer Meyer Pants On Fire
Super Heros In Training
Our Boob Tube Is Bigger Than Yours
Trouble Among the Cheerleaders
Around the SP AM in 80 Servings
Nancy Drew & the Hardy Boys
The Chairleg of Truth
Nitsy's Kids
A Few Screws Loose
Intimate Tupperware Party
Space Around Uranus
Porcupine Petting Zoo
Catheter Enhanced Google Monkies on Safari
Cake or Death?
Candygram for Mongo
85 No Talent Ass Clowns
Festivus For The Rest Of Us
Enjoy the Man Explosion!
Romulus Can't Remus
The Cowbell Strikes Back
... and in 49th Place; Penguin & Frog

13890
13640
13245
13230
12450
12020
11730
11640
11605
11105
11075
11025
10910
10890
10705
10415
10395
10200
10070
10035
9980
9870
9720
9630
9615
9315
9245
8920
8885
8870
8855
8710
8690
8525
8380
8320
8260
8195
8010
7950
7900
7825

St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sartell, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Joseph, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Paul, MN
Sartell, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Saukville, WI
St. Cloud, MN
Waite Park, MN
Buffalo, MN
St. Paul, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Hutchinson, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Minneapolis, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Cold Spring, MN
Monticello, MN
Brainerd, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Brooklyn Park, MN
Minneapolis, MN
Eagan, MN
St. Paul, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Big Lake, MN
Stevens Point, WI
St. Cloud, MN
Sartell, MN
New Berlin, WI
St. Cloud, MN

43rd
44th
45th
46th
47th
48th
49th
50th
51st
52nd
53rd
54th
55th
56th
57th
58th
59th
60th
61st
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63rd
64th
65th
66th
67th
68th
69th
70th
71st
72nd
73rd
74th
75th
76th
77th
78th
79th
80th

Shamelessly Nameless
ODD Festering Boil on Al Neff's Butt
Poppins Goes Global
DA Fillet Show
Freaks & Geeks & Phileas Fog
(expletive deleted)
Upward Thrust
Pivo Squealers
Pill Poppin' Grannies
The Buttcheeks ' R' Back
ATT: Wah-Wuh-Wee-Wuh!
No-Mads For The Preservation of Insanity
This Team is Rated ARRR!!!
No Static At All
Dead Girls Don't Say "Know"
Some Assembly Required
Teachers Loungin
The Alphageekinati
Piglets -R' Us
Far Que
The Synaptic Connections
Pirates of the Cranium
The Benny Mandelbrot Posse
What's that? HAM?!
Instant Karma
Norm's Stool
Who's Jebus?
Horrible Plan B
Something About Jim
GBRCE Jim's Lunch
Gorilla Kings of Cowpie Island
The Brainy Troll Tycoons
Jesus, Party of Twelve?
Got Monkey?
Winners Club
Crabs? We Got'em ... Again!
Three Drooling Geeks
Team Intimate Breezies

7790
7615
7535
7165
7140
7095
6995
6910
6855
6705
6275
6265
6245
6115
6115
5995
5935
5690
5545
5270
5025
4700
4515
4505
4500
4270
4175
4150
4130
4040
3630
3200
3025
2680
2410
2290
1540
1335

Apple Valley, MN
Vernon Center, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Hibbing, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Avon , MN
Wausau, WI
St. Cloud, MN
Burtrum, MN
Stevens Point, WI
Litchfield, MN
Robbinsdale, MN
Marine, MN
Stevens Point, WI
Fargo, ND
St. Cloud, MN
Eden Prairie, Mn
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Brooklyn Park, MN
Olgivie, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Wisconsin Rapids, WI
Sauk Rapids, MN
Minneapolis, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Appleton , WI
St. Paul, MN
Stevens Point, WI
St. Cloud, MN
Baltimore, MD
New York, NY
Coon Rapids, MN

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 1
76%

(5:00 PM)

20 pts Please name the s-c-s-u administrator who lived in Benton hall for several weeks, is a
regular diner at Garvey Commons, has an affinity for botany and biological sciences, is
a vocal supporter of native American rights for changing mascot names, and was a
federal prisoner. First and last name, please.
-- Roy Saigo

74%

10 pts According to the folks at Frito Lay, about how many cheetos constitute a serving?
. -- 21

65%

20 pts If one wanted a Bass-O-Matic 76, where would one send the request?
-- Super Bass-O-Matic '76, Pier 25, New York, New York

28%

40 pts In 1993, if you were to have played golf at Connecticut's longest semi-public golf
course, where would you have played?
-- Willimantic Country Club

69%

35 pts Please give us the first and last name of the first golfer to sport a Play-for-pay logo,
making him the first golfer to have endorsements.
-- Julius Boros

18%

125 pts From the Renegade Press comic "Mechthings", one of the Friday the 13th sequels was
playing on the screen Crits owner was watching. What sequel was it?
-- (part) 1274

78%

30 pts Emmitt Smith is showing us how secure his password protected Visa card is in this
commercial. What is his password?
-- Catch 22

78%

40 pts Please give us the brand of cologne James Woods character wears in the 1997 movie
"Contact".
-- Polo

91 %

15 pts What is the common name of Ailuropoda melanoleuca?
-- (Giant) Panda

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 2

(6:00 PM)

49%

75 pts Steve Martin once wrote his own cover story for Rolling Stone under a pen name. Wh,
was it?
-- Pig Eye Jackson

46%

IO pts I am a popular halloween costume, a famous Red, and I can be found in every body.
What am I?
-- skeleton

38%

20 pts The 1971 thriller "Play Misty for Me" finds Clint Eastwood playing a smooth-voiced
DJ. What are the call letters and the location of the station?
-- KRML

-- (the) Carmel Rancho Shopping Center

64%

45 pts Audio Trivia #6771 This deleted scene came from a movie released in 2001. Please
give us the name of this movie.
-- Rat Race

91%

30 pts A 2000 Kellogg's cereal promotion featured Mini Beans in selected products boxes.
What four characters could you potentially receive in a box of Rice Krispies?
-- Bert

1%

71%

-- Ernie

-- Rubber Duckie

75 pts Visual Trivia #11 Please tell us this musicians stage name
-- Jah Wobble
35 pts In the draft where J.R. Rider was a first round pick, what three division one schools had
two first round NBA picks chosen from them?
-- Florida State

79%

-- Indiana

-- Seton Hall

40 pts In 1869, at the National Peace Jubilee, a piece of music was performed that involved
I 00 fireman banging away on anvils. Please give us the name of the piece and the first
and last name of the US bandmaster who organized this concert.
-- "Anvil Chorus"

86%

-- Twiddle Bug

-- Patrick Gilmore

IO pts Terry Pratchett tells us the earth is flat. He also tells us it rests on a quartet of these
animals. What animals are we referring to?
-- elephants

Trivia 2007: Around the World in ·so Hours
Hour 3

(7:00 PM)

54%

75 pts Audio Trivia #6831 What process is this young lady describing?
-- How the cream filling gets into a Hostess Twinkie

88%

IO pts This name fits Mr. Chapman and the pet on Petticoat Junction. What name are we
referring to?
--Dog

95%

20 pts What is the first and last name of the nineteenth century explorer that rediscovered
Petra?
-- Johann Burckhardt

63%

45 pts When Phileas sees the Black Scorpions and their leader approaching him while he was
imprisoned at Lahzoun Village, what does he call the leader and the group?
-- Mister Grumpy and the Leatherettes

55%

35 pts On the day when, for the first time in recorded Major League Baseball history, five
grand slams were hit, who hit the last of the day, who did he hit if off of and what was
the pitch count when he hit it?
-- Jay Buhner (off of) John Snyder (on a) 3-1 (count)

0%

125 pts Hey, we all loved the &O's. Any real trivia player ought to have the tiny compact disc
by the Skinny Tiez (pronounced Skinny Ties). What is the title of this disc?
-- Tempormental Heaven

11 %

30 pts In the movie Footloose, what is the make and model number of the tractor Ren uses in
the chicken race?
-- John Deere (model) 2940

15%

40 pts Fictional cruise director Julie McCoy was known by what nickname in high school?
-- Monkey McCoy

91 %

10 pts Please give us the name of a bad tempered weasel who also happens to be a member of
the X-Men.
-- wolverine

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 4
90%

(8:00 PM)

60 pts Two participants in the 2003 Salon D'arts Invitational Fine Art Exhibition & Sale in
Denver, Colorado, had the first name of Peter. Please give us their last names.
-- Adams and Cox

91 %

10 pts Visual Trivia #8 Please give us the first and last name of the man holding this sign.
-- Frank Sinatra

91 %

20 pts According to Calvin, what is the best bait to trap a tiger?
-- tuna fish

41%

45 pts TV Character Rory Hennessy steals the police drug dog from school one day. What
was the name of the dog?
-- Buzzkill

94%

35 pts If you had a complete sheet of"Mentoring A Child" U.S. postage stamps, what four
phrases would you see printed on the outer edge of the page?
-- Mentoring A Child, Setting Goals, Teaching Skills, Teaching Values

11%

75 pts Please tell us what company was featured in the Member Spotlight of the Nov./Dec.
2002 BusinessCentral publication.
-- Red's Transfer & Storage, Inc.

90%

25 pts Hitting for the cycle is one of the rarest feats in Major League Baseball. Who are the
only two players to accomplish this feat in both the American and National Leagues?
First and last names, please.
-- Bob Watson -- Jon Olerud

46%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6801 In January, this man finished braving poisonous snakes, ravenous
crocodiles, crazed kangaroos and endless kilometers of harsh, dry desert so that he coul
be the first to do what?
-- Travel across Australia on a skateboard

84%

15 pts What is the name of the world's largest frog and where can it be found?
-- Goliath Frog -- Africa

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 5

(9:00 PM)
Speed Round
First half hour

94%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6777 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- Silverado
--Mal

91%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6768 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- Princess Bride
-- Wesley

100%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6778 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with. (T.O., audio not Reggie)
-- Slapshot
-- Reggie

88%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6780 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- (this is) Spinal Tap
-- David

99%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6742 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- (the) lncredibles
-- Edna

88%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6704 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- Benny and Joon
-- Joon or Juniper

94%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6712 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- Blazing Saddles
-- Bart

93%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6773 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- Road Trip
-- Barry

91%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6714 Please give us the name of the movie and the first name of the
character each quote is associated with.
-- Bull Durham
-- Crash

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 5

(9:00 PM)
Speed Round
Second half hour

89%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6741 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- (the) Honeymooners
--Ralph

89%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6740 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- Hill Street Blues
-- Phil

79%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6732 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- Friends
-- Ross

84%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6713 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- (the) Brady Bunch
-- Marcia

89%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6734 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- Get Smart
-- Max or Maxwell

84%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6743 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- Inside the Actors Studio
-- James

90%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6756 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- M.A.S.H.
-- Sydney

88%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6787 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
-- (the) Tonight Show
-- Ed

89%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6720 Please give us the name of the television show and the first name
of the character each quote is associated with.
--Arnold
-- Different Strokes

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 6

(10:00 PM)

0%

80 pts On a notebook shown in this episode is Tom Papa' s list of things to buy at Jersey Mart.
What are the four things on this list?
-- Mower Blades -- Power Steering Fluid
-- Shirt for Karen -- Toasted Cheese Sandwich

95%

15 pts A close encounter of the third kind is contact with an alien subject. What is a close
encounter of the second kind?
-- Physical Evidence of an Alien landing

96%

20 pts At what bar in Phoenix would you find ''Nightmare Nachos" and "No More Mr. Nice
Guy" Chipolte Chicken Pasta?'
-- Alice Cooper's Town

36%

60 pts Audio Trivia #6754 This clip comes straight from the genius of Stephen Chow in a
movie released in 2004. Please give us the English subtitles to what you just heard.
-- "You gave him your life savings? Yes. I was saving to study to be a doctor or
lawyer, but this was world peace."

94%

30 pts It's 1999. You purchase a Burger King Value Meal. For only $1 .99, what 23K goldplated Pokemon Trading Cards could you choose from?
-- Charizard
-- Pikachu

4%

-- Jigglypuff
-- Poliwhirl

-- Mewtwo
-- Togepi

60 pts In the early 1990's, the fine folks at Colgate-Palmolive published a list of"I0 Tips for
Making the Most of Refunds, Rebates & Special Offers." Please tell us exactly what ti1
number two was.
-- Review the terms of the offer

43%

30 pts What travel region of Alabama is known for "Peanuts and Prosperity"?
-- Wiregrass

11%

45 pts In this Southwest Airlines commercial, we are taunted by some hockey players to "let's
see you do your job on ice". We then see a couple of teenagers at a fast food restaurant
sliding all over the place on ice. What is the name of the restaurant they are at?
-- Bugle Burger

90%

15 pts How many home runs were hit During the 2006 Home Run Derby?
-- 87

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 7

(11 :00 PM)

10%

60 pts What is the name of animated author T.R. Francis' s dog?
-- Galahad

88%

15 pts Please give us the complete names of the women whose statue is dubbed "Three Ladies
in a Bathtub"
-- Elizabeth Cady Stanton -- Lucretia Mott -- Susan B. Anthony

98%

20 pts According to Gretchen Wilson ' s song 'Redneck Woman', she knows all the words to
three artists songs. Please give us the first and last names of these artists.
-- Charlie Daniels

73%

-- Hank Williams (Jr.)

-- Tanya Tucker

40 pts Where are you if one if the stated rules is "Do not touch the walls of the Mission as it is
over 200 years old and will not retain its beauty and strength if touched often"?
-- Mission San Juan Capistrano

26%

40 pts In the index for the November 28, 2005 isue of Fortune, who is listed between Richard
Clark and Bill Clinton?
-- Kelly Clarkson

1%

70 pts Audio Trivia #6832 Who spoke these words, and what made them noteworthy?
-- Hoover -- He was a seal who could m imic human speech
(we will accept something close to this, ex: "a seal who can speak")

94%

30 pts Code 431 states "All vehicles must be powered by horses or other indigenous quadrupe
creatures of the like ...excluding giraffes" This vehicular code was given to what famou
ficitional explorer while he was trying to depart London in this recent globetrotting film?
-- Phileas Fogg

16%

40 pts According to Netflix, what is the molecular number of tapioca pudding?
-- 32

91 %

15 pts What does the P stand for in Rosco P. Coltrane?
-- Pervis

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours

75%

1%

35%

Hour 8
(12:00 AM) Baseball hour
70 pts George Wright and Albert Spalding were part of the 1874 and 1888 baseball tours
abroad, but these hall of famers served at least one of the tours in a non-playing
capacity. Who was the only man to serve both tours as a player? First and last name,
please.
-- Adrian (Cap) Anson
20 pts Who was the first foreign-born manager of a professional baseball team? We are
looking for the managers first and last name, his place of birth (city and country), and
the team he managed.
-- Harry Wright -- Sheffield, England -- Cincinnati Red Stockings
20 pts During the 1874 baseball exhibition trip to England and Ireland, James White was
replaced by a player from what college?
-- Harvard (College)

6%

50 pts Please give us the first and last name of the writer and the publisher of the song
"Spalding's Baseball Tourists Around The World - Grand March" .
-- Fred Baker (writer)

0%

-- William H Boner and Company (publisher)

35 pts Mike Fisher was club manager for a team of big league and Pacific Coast League
players on Reach's All American Stars Oriental tour of 1908. Please give us the first
and last name of the touring team's business manager.
-- Jesse Woods

64%

75 pts Catcher Moe Berg is said to have gathered United States military intelligence while on
tour of Japan with an American Baseball Team. How long was his film of a panoramic
view of Tokyo and from what location was the film shot?
-- 23 seconds

-- (the) Belltower at Saint Lukes Hospital

25%

40 pts Please give us the first and last name of the first Cuban-born manager of an American
Professional Baseball team. Also, give us the team and the year he began managing the
club.
-- Armando Marsans (manager) -- Elmira Colonels (team) -- 1924

6%

50 pts Please tell us the first and last name of the first 'Gaijin' named to the Japanese Hall of
Fame. Also, include the reason that convinced this player to sign his first profressional
baseball contract.
-- Victor Starffin
-- signing his contract would reduce the prison sentence of his father

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
1%

; 20 pts In 1993, the Topps company printed a baseball card of three 'Hot Prospects' - all from
Russia. Please give us the first and last name of the player whose hometown was not
Moscow. Also, give us his position and hometown.
-- Rudy Razjigaev

-- pitcher

-- Krasnoyarsk ·

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 9
16%

(1:00 AM)

60 pts In the movie "Jonah: A Veggie Tales Movie," Jonah was telling the people what they
could not eat and addressed himself to three vendors. The vendors, after hearing they
should not sell their current menus, changed venues and sold Bagels and Joppa Java.
Please give us the name of each of the vendors original venues.
-- Bat on a Stick

-- Bug Burgers

-- Log-o-Pork

85%

10 pts If you studied bryology what would you be studying?
-- Mosses OR Homworts OR Liverworts

89%

20 pts This magazine, which shares it name with a popular soap, had an astonishing list of
contributing writers such as Cezanne, Sandburg, Alcott and Thoreau. Please give us th1
name of this publication that hasn't seen a new issue published in nearly 80 years.

--The Dial

1%

60 pts Visual Trivia #14Please tell us what company's print ad included this well-nosed
figure.
-- Intelius

56%

35 pts Audio Trivia #6775 Honey, please give us the name of this movie.
--RV

63%

75 pts The first lighthouse in t~e United States built in the Atlantic Ocean where the full sweep
of the Ocean's heavy seas could pound it didn't last long. Please give us the name of the
lighthouse that replaced it that still stands today.

-- Minots Ledge (Light)

15%

40 pts "There is talk about the danger of refilling empty liquid ink cartridges." The sentence
you just heard contains the names of four bands that share common feature. Please
give us the names of these four bands.

a

-- Danger Danger

86%

-- Liquid Liquid

-- The The

45 pts A 1992 RCA 35 inch Home Theatre ad campaign featured two dogs enjoying the thrill
of the on-screen rollercoaster. Please give us the dogs names.
-- Chipper Chipper

89%

-- Talk Talk

-- Nipper Nipper

10 pts If you purchased a widget for 95 cents and gave the clerk a dollar, what popular band
would you receive in change?
-- Nickelback

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 10

(2:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
First half hour
ON AIR Please Read: How well do you know your favorite radio station furthest left
on your FM dial? This speed round is chock full of KVSC announcers, announcements
and programs that have made the_ir mark on us this past year. Good luck.

30%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6702Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.
-- Abs OR Abdel .

26%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6760 Please tell us the name of this program heard on KVSC.
-- Movies on the Radio

26%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6735Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.

-- Marty
28%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6747Please tell us the name of this public service announcement heard
on KVSC.
-- Job Watch

51%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6726Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.
-- Emily

16%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6744Please tell us the name of this program heard on KVSC.
-- Into the Music

18%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6785Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.
--Terry OR Terry Funk

29%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6730Please tell us the name of this program heard on KVSC.
-- For the Birds

36%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6757 Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.
-- Nick OR Knuckles

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 10

29%

(2:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
Second half hour

30 pts Audio Trivia #6748Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.

-- Joe OR Joe 0

13%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6781 Please tell us the name of this public service announcement heard
onKVSC.
-- Sports

28%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6746Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.

-- Jeff

39%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6717Please tell us the name of this program heard on KVSC.
-- Counterspin

31%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6749Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.

-- John OR John Drake

44%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6723Please tell us the name of this program heard on KVSC.
-- Earth and Sky

14%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6763Please give us the radio name of this announcer heard on KVSC.

-- Nick OR Knuckles
-- (teams, were you paying attention?)

16%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6793 Please tell us the name of this program heard on KVSC.
-- Word for the Wise

38%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6758 Please give us the radio nam.e of this announcer heard on KVSC.

-- Mike OR Mike C

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 11
18%

(3:00 AM)

I 00 pts Visual Trivia #19 Please tell us the name of the company this image represented.
-- Monarch Ice Cream (out of Wadena, MN)

78%

10 ·pts For those who thought Mike Tice was bad, please tell us which Minnesota Vikings
coach had the lowest single-season win percentage. First and last name, please.
-- Les Steckel

86%

20 pts In 1996, the $100 bill received a facelift. What exactly was changed regarding the
serial numbers?
--An additional letter was added

65%

50 pts In the Rolling Stones 1000th issue there was one ad stating "You never Stop. We Never
Stop. Maybe we should Tour together." What was the name of the product advertised?
-- Energizer "e" Titanium Technology

89%

25 pts This Pulitzer -Prize winner rejected his award by saying it made people in his profession
obedient, polite, safe, and sterile. Please give us his first and last name.
-- Sinclair Lewis

35%

90 pts On the short lived TV show "Teachers", you were able to see a large poster of space in
the hallway. On this poster was inspirational phrase. What was that phrase?
-- "You are the only person on earth that can use your ability"

58%

30 pts From the Parkers Brothers game "Funny Bones", there are four hand bone cards worth
five points each. Please give us the body parts the hand bone connects to in each of the
four cards.
-- Back Bone

-- Hip Bone

-- Knee Bone

-- Shin Bone

55%

35 pts Audio Trivia #6789 Please give us the name of the band and the song.
-- Tool
-- Die Eier Von Satan

40%

15 pts Angry? Frustrated? Sad? Mad? These words may express what you're team is
experiencing right now, but they also express a very overplayed song released in the mi
1970's. Please give us the name of that song now.
-- Feelings
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100 pts Audio Trivia #6795 Please tell us the name of the old time tune you just heard.
-- The Smiler

76%

15 pts This "American Beauty" is shown on the cover of a movie with the same name and can .
also be found at almost every retail store for the next couple of days. What "Ame~ican
Beauty" are we referring to?
-- (a) rose

85%

20 pts In the TV series "Fish Police," who was the head of the local underworld?
-- Calamari

59%

45 pts Who is commonly credited as being the "first settler to arrive in the St. Joseph
Minnesota area"? First and last name, please.
-- Peter Loso

70%

45 pts Visual Trivia #15 What event are you attending if you're using this map?
-- Albany Pioneer Days

85%

75 pts People in this town have been holding a fixed race since the 12th century. The race
consists of statues placed on poles and then raced through town. The statues represent
religious people. No matter what team is fastest the statues always finish in the same
order year after year. In what town does this race take place and what are the names of
the three statues that participate?
-- Gubbio (Italy)

-- St Anthony

-- St George

-- St Ubaldo

59%

30 pts How many ''NA"s do we hear at the end of the Journey song 'Loving, Touching,
Squeezing'?
-- 154 (a chorus of 22 na's is repeated 7 times)

9%

50 pts Calendar questions - who doesn't like them? You won't if you can't tell us who is
credited as the photographer on the February page of the Menards 2001 Appointment
Calendar. Full name, please.
-- David Ford Hansen

83%

IO pts Please give us the name of the guide who helps you through the Snowmuncher game in
Neopets.
-- Dieter (the Polarchuck)
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70 pts During the opening credits of the Comedy Central Roast of Denis Leary, someone slide
a cocktail napkin to him. What is written on the napkin?
-- "call me 555-0869"

81%

15 pts "Four legs good, two legs bad" was the mantra in what work of fiction?
-- Animal Farm

89%

20 pts "You can shave his belly" or "you can put him in bed with the Captain's daughter."
Who is he?
-- "Drunken Sailor"

31%

45 pts The 1999-2000 U.S. Bank Theater Season at the Ordway featured what performance
from June thirteenth through June twenty fifty, 1999?
-- Jolson

26%

1%

3 5 pts Traveling north on 101 out of Requa, what famous arbor do you come across?
-- Trees of Mystery
80 pts Audio Trivia #6722 If you purchased this video ·legally, it came with Lesson Plans.
Please give us the titles of the two units that are ·part of those lesson plans.
-- "Hey! That's Not Fair"

84%

30 pts Please give us the first and last names of the last three hockey players from St. Cloud
State University that got their names etched on the Stanley Cup.
-- Bret Redican

8%

85%

-- "Protecting Intellectual Property"

-- Frank Brimsek

-- Matt Cullen

50 pts Throughout the movie "Romeo and Juliet," there were ads for products or places that
made reference to Shakepeares world of literature. What was the product name of
Genuine Draft Light Root Beer?
-- Holy Water
10 pts This slang term for White Castle burgers was also a science fiction series that was
viewed on the small screen a few years back. What are we referring to?
-- Sliders
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120 pts In The Lisa Book, part of"The Simpsons Library of Wisdom," there are twenty one
titles on Lisa Simpson's DVD shelf. Please give us all titles that contain the word
"THE". The number of titles is the same as the number of times "THE" appears in this
question.·
-- National Wildlife's Look What the Cat Dragged In!,
-- The Complete Itchy & Scratchy Masterpiece Edition,
-- The Day the Plastic Maxed Out the Lip Gloss Girls Christmas Special
-- The Happy Little Elves the complete 27th Season
-- The Little Locomotive that Tried but Failed
-- The Nearly Unwatchable Ayn Rand Collection
-- The Pack Rat's Collector's Collection
-- Who Feeds Ya, Baby? The Telly Savalas Tubbies

83%

15 pts Byron McKeeby and Nan Wood were the subject for what painting?
-- "American Gothic"

.84%

20 pts Other than their sport, what do major leaguers Jimmy Pofahl and Mike Mason have in
common?
-- both were born in Faribault, Minnesota

53%

45 pts Please name the priestess-actress who lit the torch with the Olympic flame before it
began its journey to Atlanta. First and last name, please.
-- Maria Pambouki

55%

35 pts Math time! What is the sum of Meg Whitman's total 2004 compensation plus Susan
Desmond-Hellman's total 2004 compensation? To the nearest I 00,000 dollars, please.
-- $43.3 million

0%

75 pts With 74 points, who won the bareback riding competition at the 15th annual
Clearwater, Minnesota, Rodeo? First and last name, please.
-- Robert O'Donahue

88%

20 pts Four of the 5 fastest land animals in the world call Africa home. Please name these four
animals.
-- cheetah -- lion -- thomson's gazelle -- wildebeest
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35 pts Audio Trivia #6826Please tell us the first and last name of this actor. Name the
famous role he played. Name the 2007 film in which he is slated to revise said role.
-- Peter Cullen

81 %

-- Optimus Prime

-- Transformers

10 pts Lyrically speaking, what is Spandau Ballet's favorite precious metal?
-- Gold
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75 pts Please tell us the title and composer of the fourth song performed by the Kennedy
Elementary kindergarten class during their Nov. 17, 2005 performance at Benedict Arts
Center.
-- "Mail Myself to You" -- Woody Guthrie

88%

15 pts In the cartoon "South Park", the handi-capable character Jimmy has had two different
last names. What are they?
-- Swanson -- Vulmer

90%

20 pts Please give us the name of the only country in the world whose flag consists of a single
color and nothing else.
-- Libya

36%

40 pts In 1999, exactly what items and quantities comprised the Regular Party Starter on the
Leeann Chin "Dine In and Take Out Menu" ?
-- 12 Cream Cheese Puffs; 5 Egg Rolls; 12 Oyster or Sichuan Wings

40%

30 pts Who were known as the predecessors to today's Army Corps of Engineers?
--Topographical Engineers

16%

75 pts Audio Trivia #6716 Please give us the first and last name of the person you just heard
who was brave enough to sing this catchy tune for everyone addicted to Google.
-- Conor Knighton

73%

30 pts Please give us the sum of the Dewey Decimal sch~dules for Spanish Poetry, Italian
Dictionaries and Comparative Religion.
-- 1605

64%

45 pts Joey Tribiani has a map of the world with pins on it indicating the countries of origin of
his female love conquests. What was the last country Joey put a pin in?
-- Iceland ·

79%

10 pts The fans of this musician are called "Parrotheads". Please give us his first and last
name.
-- Jimmy Buffett
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63%

70 pts Audio Trivia# 6830According to the ad, what feels like this?
--A Honda

59%

10 pts An alternate title for this late 1970's movie could have been "Busting Elsewhere". What
movie are we referring to?
-- Breaking Away

88%

20 pts Please give us the name of the longest cable-stay span bridge in North America as well
as the river it spans.
-- (name) Arthur J. Ravenal Junior Bridge

-- (spans) The Cooper River

65%

45 pts Visual Trivia #4 What tele_vision show does this image represent?
-- Battlestar Galactica

41 %

30 pts Ever read those nutrition guides they have available in fast food restaurants? You
should because we'd like you to tell us the listed meat and poultry ingredients of a
McDonald's McShaker Chef Salad.
-- julienne ham (and) julienne turkey

5%

80 pts Please tell us what Roy Acuff s favorite mixed drink was.
-- Jack Daniels and Cranberry Juice

73%

40 pts In 1997, Metallica had a concert date in Springfield. Being a huge metal head, bus
driver Otto Mann had a ticket to the show. What were the row and seat num her of the
ticket?
-- (Row) XX, (Seat) 64

3%

45 pts A 1999 Amazon dot com print ad proclaimed that they bartered with a local sheepherdf
for space to h_ouse 4. 7 million video, CD and book titles. What name was given to the
sheepherder?
-- Mister MacGregor

83%

15 pts Please give us the name of the one and only bowl game where New Mexico defeated
Western Michigan by 16 points.
-- Aviation Bowl
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80 pts An episode of "Cops" which featured Fort Worth officers assisting at a fatal accident,
two parolees and a gun in a suspected stolen car, and a suspicious vehicle with two men
hiding in the trunk ended with a dedication. To whom was the episode dedicated to?
-- Brett Wisdom

59%

15 pts This play was about the ascent of a fictional peak located between British Sudoland and
Ostnian Sudo land, name the play.
-- Ascent of F6

81 %

20 pts Please give us the name of the TV butler who shares his name with an Italian navigator
who explored the Brazilian Coast and the Rio de la Plata for the Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V.
-- Sebastion Cabot

49%

45 pts Audio Trivia #6782 Please give us the name of the space travel movie this clip was
taken from. Good luck.
-- Stargate

94%

20 pts In March of 1989, who was the Lieutenant Governor of Delaware?
-- Dale (E.) Wolf

16%

75 pts From the book "Fabian Youngpig Sails the World", please give us the name of the boat
Fabian hid on when he started his sailing adventure.
-- "Proud Marie"

61 %

30 pts In the remake of "Ocean's Eleven", Danny Ocean outlines the plan and assigns tasks to
the crew. Please give us the tasks that need to be addressed.
-- Construction -- Intelligence -- Power
-- Reconnaissance -- Surveillance -- Transport(ation)

24%

40 pts What was the first play ever performed at St. Cloud Apollo High School?
-- The Crucible

91 %

15 pts Take the number one and put 9 zeroes at the end of it. Now, give us the song that was
downloaded from iTunes that corresponds with this number.
-- "Speed of Sound,.
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4%

75 pts Who does television's Robbie Miller tell Reverend Bums are the 3 wise men?
-- Captain Picard -- Santa Claus -- Spiderman

83%

15 pts Audio Trivia #6761 Kids can talk trash about each other, but once they start hurling
insults about their mother, then Mr. T steps in. Please give us the riame of this song tha
has found its way to youtube, along with the rest of the garbage that nobody should eve
have to watch.
-- Treat Your Mother Right

79%

20 pts What was the profession of Nevada's 1995 Mrs. Virginia City?
-- prostitute

59%

40 pts Who is credited with creating Fridgehenge and at the time of its creation, what clan was
he a chief of?
-- Graeme Cairns -- McGillicuddy Serious Party

13%

40 pts A Tide-to-Go commercial features a motivational speaker who stains her shirt right
before a presentation. She uses the Tide-to-Go pen to 'erase' the stain just as she is
introduced. Please give us her first and last name.
-- Catherine Nolan

1%

84%

7 5 pts What is the name of the band that TV character Leon Wennick has a sticker of in his
school locker?
-- Los Straight Jackets
40 pts What was TV commercial actress Mildred Lane shopping for when she was discovered?
-- yam (she's one of the trio of ladies in the "Where's the Beef' ads)

4%

94%

45 pts According to the Cheetah Girls self-titled CD, who "dances a mean jig and kept us all
real."? .
-- Paddington
10 pts What fruit is associated with Major League Baseball spring training?
-- grapefruit
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70 pts TV character Seamus Madigan lives with his successful son Ben and his grandson Luke
in New York. According to Seamus he had 3 friends while growing up in Ireland.
What were those 3 friends?
-- Death

84%

-- Poverty

-- Rain

15 pts What is the first and last name of the brewer who, iri 1842, stumbled 'onto the method of
brewing the style of beer known as Pilsner?
-- Joseph Groll

85%

20 pts Audio Trivia # 6809 Please finish the following sentence.
-- "... super karate monkey death car would park in my space."

64%

35 pts Please give us the first name of the St. Cloud Hospital Gift Gallery butler.
--Ben

89%

40 pts Upon viewing this painting, Thomas Couture stated "There is only one absinthe drinker,
and that's the man who painted this idiotic picture!" Please give us the title of the
painting and the first and last name of the artist.
-- "The Absinthe Drinker"

20%

100 pts Visual Trivia #10 Please give us the name of this horse as well as the first ~d last
name of the person hugging it.
-- Jeremiah

49%

-- Darryl Hannah

3 0 pts "What lies at the bottom.of the sea and shakes?" was the winning riddle in the 1997
Dixie Riddle Cups Contest for Kids. Please give us the first and last name of the riddle
author and the answer to the riddle.
--Anna Triglia

58%

-- Edouard Manet

--A Nervous Wreck!

35 pts Audio Trivia #6739 Please tell us the name of the movie this clip was taken from.
-- Hellboy

58%

15 pts Please give us the names of the bridges spanning the Thames river in London in 1751.
-- London (Bridge)

-- Westminster (Bridge)
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(noon) Speed Round
First half hour

1%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6774Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- (The) King of Country Music

9%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6708 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"Whispering Bill"

11 %

3 0 pts Audio Trivia #6724 Please give us the most popular nic~ame of the artist you just
heard.
-- (The) Tennessee Plowboy

71 %

30 pts Audio Trivia #6783 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (The) First Lady of Country Music

38%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6752 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- (The) First Queen of Country Music OR (The) Queen of Country Music

90%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6750 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (The) Man in Black

56%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6755 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- "Tater"

83%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6784 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (the) Old Pea Picket

43%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6745Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- (the) Jolly Green Giant
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(12:00 PM) Speed Round
Second half hour

83%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6788 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (the) Storyteller

50%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6751 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- (the) Round-Mound of Sound

38%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6737Please tell us the other name this artist went by.
-- Luke the Drifter

71%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6779Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- (the) Southern Gentleman

74%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6729Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (the) Singing Sheriff

76%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6736 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just .
heard.
-- (the) Singing Ranger OR (the) Yodeling Ranger

45%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6772 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (the) Cherokee Cowboy

70%

3 0 pts Audio Trivia #6733 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- No Show Jones OR (the) Rolls Royce of Country Music

65%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6727 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
-- (the) Texas Troubadour
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I 00 pts Audio Trivia #67 67 Please give us the name of the band singing this cover song.
-- Phileas Fogg

1%

15 pts In literature, please tell us what Clara Peggotty was referring to when see mentions a
crorkindilly.
-- crocodile

91 %

20 pts In the book "Slaughterhouse Five", who shot Billy Pilgrim?
-- Paul Lazzaro

66%

50 pts Visual Trivia #9 Please give us the first and last name of this man.
-- Clyde Tombaugh

88%

20 pts The last known stage robber in the United States was Ben E. Kuhl. His criminal case
had one other distinction. What was it?
-- (it was the) first time palm prints were entered into evidence in a court trial

1%

70 pts A 2000 print advertisement claims that a specific agent has given over 700 talks on safe
driving to local high school students. · Please give us his first and last name and the
insurance company he is an agent for.
-- Carl Angell -- Allstate

81%

25 pts Because it's the American Way, Jon Bon Jovi is the co-owner of the Arena Football
Team the Philadelphia Soul. Please give us the name of the place where the Soul hold
their post game parties when they play at home.
-- Chickie and Petes

16%

50 pts According to the Disney short "How to Be a Sailor," in the romantic days of pirates,
ships changed hands suddenly. What were the two terms that described this ceremony c
changing captains?
-- "Walking the Plank" --"Feeding the Sharks"

79%

IO pts Please tell us the names of the seas that fall under the ROY G BIV rainbow scale.
-- Red

-- Yellow
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49%

6~ pts On the short lived TV series, "Twenty Good Years", we learn about a list of things you
should never share. What is item #61?
-- deodorant

91 %

10 pts What two letters of the alphabet are children told to mind the most?
-- P, Q OR P's and Q's

84%

20 pts Please give us the name of the periodical mentioned by Hans Gruber in the movie "Die
Hard".
-- Time Magazine

81 %

40 pts Audio Trivia #6725 Please give us the first name of the person who Avon came callin;
for in this movie sound clip.
-- Edward

74%

30 pts From the ER thanksgiving episode titled "Freefall", please give us the name of the meat
that was on the buffet that the desk clerk had to explain to Neela what it was.
-- turducken

100%

60 pts What is the first and last name of the first female to have a professional license granted
to her by the British Boxing Board of Control? (T.O. - were accepting Jane Crouch
or Jane Couch)
-- Jane Couch

78%

40 pts What short-lived sitcom was described as a "not-so-alien extraterrestrial who lands in
the suburbs and is drafted to serve as nanny to the three children of a doctorwidower ... "
-- Meego

1%

83%

50 pts From the 2005 SCHWAN's Days of Christmas specials, please tell us what was offered
on the first day.
-- Rustic Rooster Dinner Bell
15 pts According to an Earthlink commercial, what is the difference between a 'geek' and a
'nerd'?
-- "A 'geek' gets it done (and) a 'nerd' doesn't."
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5%

125 pts Visual Trivia #21 Please give us the first and last name of this scout who performed
superhero roles for Malta during World War II.
-- Peter Parker

73%

15 pts Please give us the last name of the editor of "Fawcett Companion: The Best of FCA"
publication.
-- Hamerlinck

1%

20 pts Visual Trivia #16Please give us the first and last names of these two dashing
gentlemen.
-- Jim Morris -- Peter Hamerlinck
(Jim was the inspiration for the movie The Rookie)

1%

50 pts Please give us the two teams and the two winning starting pitchers involved in what is
believed to be the first no-hit doubleheader in college baseball history.
-- Madonna University -- Indiana Tech
-- John Zamora -- Shaun Geise

88%

25 pts This year the NFL gave fans the opportunity to pitch an idea for a Super Bowl
commercial The winning idea was produced and shown during the game. Please give
us the first names of the 12 finalists for this NFL contest.
-- Abe, Allen, Craig, Dave, Gino, Greg
-- James, Jay, John, Mark, Nikki, Vanessa

16%

60 pts Please give us the first and last name of the 824th male to finish the 1994 City of Lakes
25K run.
-- Peter Hamerlinck

66%

30 pts Audio Trivia# 6816Name the monster with whom this man is speaking, and the first
and last name of the actor who brought the classic character back to life for this scene.
-- Frankenstein

78%

40 pts In "Mallrats", when Stan Lee first meets Brodie in front of the lingerie shop he spies a
couple inside that reminds him of what comic twosome?
-- Gwen Stacy

89%

-- Peter Boyle

-- Peter Parker

15 pts In the Civil War, please give us the first and last name of the general who was shot and
killed just after admonishing his troops not to duck enemy sharpshooter fire because
"They couldn't hit an elephant at this distance."
-- John Sedgwick
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100 pts In February of 1958, the television show "Queen for a Day" came to the Saint Paul
Winter Carnival. Please give us the first and last name of the winner as well as the first
and last name of her son, a local not-so-famous celebrity.
-- Nadine Peterson (winner) -- Bruce Peterson (son)
(he'll be doing the police report at the awards ceremony)

88%

15 pts About which diplomat did Warren Zevon write his song, "The Envoy?"
-- Phillip Habib

85%

20- pts History teacher Eddie Stark proposed to Joy coming out of a movie theater. What ·
movie were the couple viewing?
--Top Gun

24%

45 pts Visual Trivia #13 Please give us the first and last name of this performer.
-- Dave Alvin

20%

3 5 pts In 1999, what was the sum of the channel numbers that the following networks appeare
on St. Cloud's Astound cable TV: MTV, VH 1, Country Music TV and The Nashville
Network?
-- 290 (71+72+73+74)

1%

65 pts Please give us the first and last name of the first black graduate of St. Cloud State
Normal School, which is now St. Cloud State University.
-- Ruby Webster

61 %

3 5 pts This name is synonymous with the world of finance and also happens to be the name of
a driver in the 1994 movie "Dumb & Dumber". Please give us that name now.

--JP Morgan
41%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6715 If you heard Robin saying this phrase, you'd know exactly what
he'd say next. Since that isn't the case, please tell us the next two words you hear in the
movie.
-- Eat it.

90%

15 pts How many flowers are in the design stamped on an whole Oreo cookie?
-- 24 (12 on each side)
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70 pts If you were to write a letter to the editor of Friends Magazine, an out-of-print magazine
distributed courtesy of your neighborhood Chevrolet dealership, what was the name of
the area your letter would be published in?
-- "Between Friends" or "Just Between Friends"

86%

15 pts Who was the first tennis player to win a Grand Slam? First and last name, please.
-- Donald Budge ·

78%

6%

41%

3%

20 pts A musical act called The Pousette-Dart Band released four albums between 1976 and
1980. The same mime, who also sometimes served as the band's opening act, was
pictured on the covers of three of them. What was the first and last name of this vocall:
challenged person?
-- Trent Arterberry
40 pts Please give us the ful~ name of the last living survivor of the Battle of Trafalgar.
-- Gaspar Costela Vasquez
40 pts How were 1,169 cars utilized at Tokyo Disneyland to celebrate Donald Duck's 60th
birthday?
-- They were arranged to form a portrait of Donald
60 pts Audio Trivia #6721 Please give us the stage name of the person you just heard.
-- DJ Rap

90%

35 pts Please name the Historic Site you'll find in Divide County of North Dakota.
-- Writing Rock Historic Site

26%

45 pts The Pedigree dog food commerchil that exclaims, "We're for Shelter Dogs!" fe3:tures
thr.ee dogs. Please give us their names.
· -- Frankie

89%

-- Katie

-- Winston

10 pts Members of this "family" consist of gorillas, orangutans, chimpanzees, and who?
-- humans (family - hominidae)
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60 pts Audio Trivia #6770 This bands road to failure started with this musical parody of a
popular artist at the time. Please give us the name of the band and the song.
-- Race Marbles (artist)

-- Like A Dribbling Fram (song)

86%

10 pts Barleycorns, placed end to end, used to be the standard of measurement. How many
barleycorns were equal to 12 inches?
-- 36

4%

20 pts Not long ago the Trivia Ghods purchased a ten pouch package of Ferrara Pan Real
Fruit Snacks featuring Buster Bunny. In grams, what was the printed package weight?
-- 284 grams

86%

45 pts Who was awarded the 2002 Golden Glove for best goalie at the U.S. under.:.15 boys
Youth Soccer National Championships? First and last name, please.
-- David Cappuccio

69%

35 pts What firm won the 3 7th annual Clio awards Grand Clio for television advertising?
-- Partizan/Midi/Minuit (of London)

19%

80 pts What was the first routine performed by the Sauk Rapids-Rice Storm Dance Team Varsity High Kick - at the December 3rd, 2005 Sauk Rapids-Rice Dance Show?
-- "Put Your Hands Up"

15%

45 pts Visual Trivia #18 Please give us this scientists first and last name and title.
-- Doctor Richard Head

9%

50 pts From the comic strip "Heart of the City," what is Heart's favorite comic strip?
-- Nancy

88%

15 pts According to Denny Crane, what would he do if he ever met God?
-- take Him fishing
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250 pts (ON AIR: LEAVE OPEN UNTIL THE END OF THE HOUR) For 250 trivia
points, here is your math runaround question based onVisual Trivia picture number 25
: A times B minus C times D minus C times E minus F times G minus H.
A is the sum of all 154 numbers in this picture.
Bis the number of people in this picture who also appeared in the 1975 movie ·
"Tommy".
C is the number of deceased US presidents in this picture.
D represents the first year number 137 appeared on the cover of Rolling Stone .
.E represents the combined ages of numbers 1 through 27 who were still alive at the end
of 2006 and are real people. Only use years. Ignore months an_d days.
F is the number you get from adding up the numbers Rolling Stone put on the only
person to appear twice in this picture.
G is the number of people still alive at the end of 2006 in this picture that are real
people.
His the number 216.
After you figure that out, you should be looking at a whole number. We would like you
to take that number and divide it by the number Rolling Stone put on the funniest man i
the world, Bill Murray.
Your answer is a whole number that has something to do with this years theme. Good
luck.
-- 498
(approximate speed, in miles per hour, it would take to travel around the world.in 50
hours)

53%

15 pts What was the name of the Paris design exhibition that introduced the term "Art Deco"?
-- Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modemes

20%

20 pts Please give us the two words, in English, that appear 51 times each on the artwork
located on the front lawn of Lawrence Hall at SCSU.
-- echoes

-- reflections

9%

45 pts Audio Trivia # 6818 Please tell us the artist, album and song title.
-- DJ Supergenius -- Star Wars Breakbeats -- Trials of a Jedi

89%

20 pts What does the "J" stand for in Rocket J Squirrel?
-- J (creator Jay Ward was born J (no period))

4%

75

What speaker did the Coalition for Peace in Central America sponsor at SCSU on
October 19, 1986? First and last name, please.
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-- Ed Asner
85%

30 pts His claim to fame crune in June of 1905. While he may have briefly been out in right
field, he never appeared in the box. Who is he?
-- Doc "Moonlight" Grahrun

53%

30 pts Hope Garrison, production assistant for the movie "10 Things I Hate About You"
managed to get her name pi.It in the movie other than in the end credits. Where else did
her name appear?
-- Detention Sign In .

93%

15 pts What is the first wind powered brewery in the United States?
-- New Belgium Brewing Company

Trivia 2007: Around the World in 50 Hours
Hour 28
31 %

(8:00 PM)

100 pts A local couple, Dick and Mimi, found themselves in the "Cash Cab" and managed to
pocket fourteen hundred dollars and a free cab ride. Please tell us where the cash cab
dropped them off that evening ..
-- (the) Muse Hotel OR 130 West 46th Street

3%

80%

15 pts Please give us the theme to KVSC's spring pledge drive from 2006.
-- "Save our Watts"
20 pts Audio Trivia #6790 Please give us the first and last name of the artist you just heard.
-- Van Morrison

3%

50 pts Slip Twister played at the Pre-Trivia party. Name their opening song and the artist whc
originally did it.
-- "Willin" -- Little Feat

74%

40 pts Visual Trivia #20There is an 88 year gap between the crest on the left versus the crest
on the right. Please tell us the name given to these crests.
-- Red Bull(s)

9%

60 pts The first field in the world to be ploughed by tractor was plowed by what kind of
tractor?
-- Ivel Agricultural Motor

5%

40 pts From the movie "Sister Act", please give us the name of the act that replaced Doris &
the Ronelles at the Moonlight Lounge.
-- (The) Leerons

75%

30 pts Garfield the Cat started his 6th book with a list of tips for dieters. What was the second
item on that list?
-- "Set your scales back five pounds."

81%

10 pts When cows are sold for food, they are referred to as beef. What do they call sheep sold
as food?
-- mutton
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64%

(9:00 PM)

80 pts In the Brady Bunch episode "The Elopement", Alice and Sam have a fight. What is the
make up gift Sam brings to Alice? Please be specific .
. -- "four extra lamb chops in pink panties"

83%

10 pts A narwhal's horn is actually what?
. -- (a) tooth

94%

20 pts The HOLLYWOOD sign has been altered throughout the years to reflect the events of
the times. What did the sign read in the beginning of the Bicentennial year to reflect the
loosening of state marijuana law?
-- HOLLYWEED

63%

50 pts According to Rolling Stone Magazine, the White House appeared on the cover of
Rolling Stone twice as of December 9, 1993. Both times a person was also in the
picture. Please give us the first and last names of these 2 people.
-- Bill Clinton

80%

-- Jack Ford

25 pts Audio Trivia #6766 Now here's a cover song even your grandmother would enjoy.
Please give us the first and last name of the person singing it.
-- Paul Anka

86%

60 pts What significant position did Dr. Herman Muller hold in 1919?
-- German foreign minister or Germany's Minister of Foreign Affairs

16%

35 pts Please give us the names of the two cheerleading squads that walked the Chicago Bears
sidelines during the 1984-1985 season.

-- (the) Honey Bears

15%

-- (the) Refrigerettes

50 pts The Monday, February 8, 1999 edition of the St. Cloud Times highlighted the results of
the previous weekend's KVSC Trivia Weekend. What was the headline of the story that
appeared immediately below the Trivia results?
-- "Police Cite 55 for Minor Consumption"

85%

15 pts At the age of 12, Davino the Boy Magician was just starting to make a name for
himself. Who do we know him better as?
-- David Copperfield
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14%

(10:00 PM)

100 pts Audio Trivia #6769Please give us the name of the 1930's Jazz Band you just heard as
well as the name of the "country" song they were playing.
-- Quintette of the Hot Club of France -- Hungaria

81 %

10 pts Audio Trivia #6701 Please give us the name of this song.
-- I Ran

64%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6703 Please give us the name of the band you just heard.
-- Asia

33%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6705Please give us the name of this band.
-- Berlin

11 %

30 pts Audio Trivia #6764 Please give us the name of this band. Sing along if you know the
words.
-- Ocean

36%

75 pts Audio Trivia #6762 By now, you should have noticed all answers this hour share a
common theme. Lets keep with the theme. Please give us the name of this song.
-- One Night in Bangkok

. 58%

35 pts Audio Trivia #6706 Please give us the name of the band or the name of the song. It's
your choice.
-- Big Country

59%

45 pts Audio Trivia #6792 Please give us the name of the band you just heard.
-- When in Rome

84%

10 pts Audio Trivia #6728 Please give us the name of this band.
-- Europe
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16%

65 pts The 2001 Owatonna MN Visitors Guide proclaimed the city to be what?
-- Rated number 2 Best Small City in America

90%

IO pts Please tell us the number associated with common sense and New Yorkers, according to
Douglas Adams.
-- (number) 79

75%

20 pts On the April 10, 2006 Yankee centerfielder Johnny Damon was a guest on David
Letterman's show. Johnny was shown hitting baseballs thrown by two people. Please
give us their first and last names.
-- David Letterman

81%

83%

-- Joe or Joseph Torre

40 pts Please name the 5 towns of "Anna of Five Towns".
-- Bursley -- Hanbridge -- Krype -- Longshaw

-- Turhnill

30 pts Audio Trivia #6738 Please give us the first and last name of the person you just heard.
-- Harry Houdini

63%

75 pts Based on a minimum of 30 at-bats, please give us the pitcher that Kirby Puckett did be~
against and the pitcher he did worst against in his career. First and last names, please.
-- Melido Perez ( best, batted .500)

-- Danny Darwin (worst, batted .125)

88%

25 pts In the literary world, what word preceded the following three incomplete book titles: •
Hook, Line, Sinker.
-- Spy

8%

30 pts Please complete this sateric version of A Visit from St. Nicholas as it appeared on CBS
Television: "From the top of the Hill - They'll shout We'll not fail" ...
-- "To take back the White House - With Sonny Bono and Quayle!"

86%

15 pts Audio Trivia #6731 Please give us the first and last name of this singer who does 'his
best to wreck a popular childrens song.
-- Frank Sinatra
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Hour 32
49%

(12:00 AM)

65 pts In 2002, she hit all 288 targets and landed 91 shots in the 10 ring to win the recurve
bow title at USA Archery's National Target Championship. Who is she, first and last
. name, and what university was she attending at the time?
-- Jessica Peterson

-- USC or University of Southern California

78%

15 pts What baseball team did Troyal Brooks join in 1999?
-- San Diego Padres

76%

20 pts A recent Farmer's Insurance commercial featured a video game with a villai1;1 who
destroyed houses, downed power lines, etc. What was the name of this video game?
-- Lord of Mishap

73%

45 pts Audio Trivia # 6803 During the following exchange, three aspiring criminal
masterminds make reference to their hastily brainstormed list of evil genius objectives.
Please give us all of the objectives written on their list.
-- Conjure Fake I.D.s -- Control The Weather -- Girls -- Girls
-- Miniaturize Fort Knox -- Shrink Ray -- The Gorilla Thing

75%

40 pts Visual Trivia #1 What is the first and last name of the adventurer in this picture who
also made a cameo appearance in a Walt Disney film where he calls a trio of world
travelers "Insane"?
-- (Sir) Richard Branson

3%

60 pts Al Neff donated box sets of "Into the Music" for the Pre-Trivia party and fundraiser.
What six discs comprised the "Country Pack"?
-- Hank Williams -- Kris Kristopherson _.;. Merle Haggard
-- Patsy Cline -- Willie Nelson Part One -- Willie Nelson Part Two

33%

40 pts Abilene to Arkansas City, Baxter Springs to Belleville, Clay Center to Colby.
According to the 1993-1994 Official Transportation Map of Kansas, how many total
miles would these three trips be?
-- 703

20%

45 pts Visa has been promoting various credit cards with a fictional name that bears a strong
resemblance to a character Sigourney Weaver has portrayed on the big screen. What
name is it?
-- D. Barrett (Phone Bank: Dana Barrett is incomplete)

43%

15 pts Please give us the first and last name of the only woman Gil Grissom ever asked to
marry him?
-- Nicole Daley
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11 %

(1:00 AM)

160 pts Brian Kirk and Jim Balquist are the two wunderkind masterminds behind the
Filmwise.com can-you-guess-this-movie game, The Invisibles. Although they have
developed more than 300 Invisibles quizzes, we want to know which eight movies
comprised the first ever Invisibles quiz?
-- Bonnie and Clyde -- Bowfinger -- Grosse Pointe Blank
-- Heathers -- LA Confidential -- Notting Hill
-- The Fugitive -- WarGames

8%

15 pts Audio Trivia # 6808 If you were Homer Simpson, what sort of thing would you believ,
this is?
-- (A) Hovercraft

16%

20 pts According to the Consumer Reports "Best Buys for 2006 Buying Guide", what make
and model number of microwave oven was rated #27?
-- General Electric Spacemaker

-- (model#) NM1650[B]

1%

50 pts In January 2001, Family Circle magazine presented their 3rd annual Halo Awards.
Please tell us who was credited as being an "Angel to the Abandoned"? First and last
name, please.
-- Angie Thomson

70%

40 pts Please name the four Kiss songs that were the first to be instrumentalized for Muzak.
-- "Beth" -- "Everytime I Look at You"
-- "Sure Know Something" -- "World Without Heroes"

18%

60 pts Women's Wear Daily marked its 90th anniversary with.a list oftop-10 style icons ofall
time. All were individuals except for two. Name those two as described by the
magaz~ne.
-- "Icons in training" -- "The Supermodels"

43%

30 pts What American City hosted the Massachusetts Avenue Fall Festival in 1992?
-- Indianapolis

69%

30 pts According to the instructional video included with purchase, what are the three ·steps to
the easy set-up of your Easy Set pool?
-- Select level location

83%

-- Inflate top ring

-- Pool rises while filling

15 pts The shot that killed Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar was fired
from what enemy ship?
-- (the) Redoubtable
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(2:00 AM)

75 pts In 1993, who was the manager of the "General Store and Forge In The Forest" located
in Carmel, California? First and last name, please.
-- Doug Keller

81 %

10 pts Please give us the name of the traditional Japanese form of fighting that means "way of
the sword".
--Kendo

84%

20 pts "Buster" is the unlucky crash test dummy who endures abuse at the hands of Adam and
Jamie on the Discovery Channel seriesMythbus~ers. What myth did Buster first take
part in?
-- (The) Exploding Toilet

65%

60 pts Visual Trivia #2 Please give us the type of pest perched on this mans shoulder as well
as the type of vegetation growing from his finger.
-- (pest) bluebottle fly

83%

-- (vege~tion) cress

25 pts Early in the 2001 NFL season, New England Patriots quarterback Drew Bledsoe
suffered a serious injury that kept him out of action for several months. He was
replaced by an unknown, untried backup named Tom Brady, who proceeded to lead the
team to victories in three of the next four Super Bowls. Please give us the first and last
name of the player whose punishing tackle resulted in Bledsoe's injury.
-- Mo Lewis

70%

60 pts Pacific and Western insured what famous fictional boat?
-- S. S. Minnow

76%

20 pts Please tell us what job John Goodman had on the set of the 2005 movie "The Ringer".
-- Painter

70%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6786 Please give us the name of the movie this clip was taken from.
--The Mummy

79%

15 pts What is the only sound heard on the album "The Best of Marcel Marceau"?
-- clapping OR applause
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60 pts In the introduction to the movie "What's up Tiger Lily?", Woody Allen describes the
groundbreaking technique of using a pre-existing film and giving it a new story via
overdub. When asked if Allen's movie was the first to use this technique, to the best of
his knowledge he said it was first used on another film. Please name that film.
-- "Gone with The Wind"

46%

15 pts Audio Trivia # 6814 Please name the scientist killing this man's game.
-- Bill Nye

63%

20 pts The definition for this seven letter word is "to the point" and it starts with "PUN".
Please get to the point and give us the last four letters in this word.
--GENT

66%

40 pts Visual Trivia #24 The founder of the car shown in the picture shares a last name with
an N.H.L. player. This player finished high school, like the rest ofus. Please give us
the name of his high school newspaper. The hockey player, not the founder.
-- (the) Devil's Advocate

84%

30 pts A priest named Ange Vignali purportedly took what souvenir from Napoleon upon the
emperor's death?
-- His penis (the "artifact" was later sold at auction to an American urologist)

8%

75 pts What title television character attends P.S. 304?
-- 0 liver Beene

61 %

20 pts Audio Trivia #6759 Please give us the name of the popular tv show this band starred
m.
-- The Monkees (starring the Monkees)

0%

50 pts Who was the only female to coach a Minnesota boys high school basketball team durin.
the 1998-99 season? First and last name, please.
-- Kelly Behnke

79%

(Ellsworth, MN)

15 pts What was the crime the A-Team allegedly committed?
-- robbing the Bank of Hanoi
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3%

80 pts What is the name of the class rat in Ritchie Campbell's small screen classroom?
-- Marvin

84%

10 pts Please tell us which country claims more of Antarctica than any other country.
-- Australia

71%

20 pts Please give us the first and last name of the only U.S. news anchor to be present at the
falling of the Berlin Wall.
-- Tom Brokaw

24%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6711 Please tell us the name of the movie this clip was taken from.
-- Blast from the Past

29%

35 pts In the book "Barbie and the Magic of Pegasus" what three things is the Wand of Light
built from?
-- a Measure of Courage
-- a Gem of lee lit by Hope's Eternal Flame
-- a Ring of Love

16%

150 pts Visual Trivia #23 This picture was taken from cover art on a 1992 LP release. The
CD cover contained a different photo. Please tell us the singing group the kids belonged
to on the cover art of the CD release.
-- Artane Boys Band
(from the INXS album "Welcome to Wherever You Are")

35%

30 pts What canal measures 300 feet wide by 1,650 feet long?
-- Duluth Ship Canal

61%

50 pts In "50 First Dates", what business is advertised on Henry's orange T-shirt the first time
he visits the cafe?
-- Muskie Bait & Tackle

65%

10 pts What is Adam's Ale better known as?
-- water

(Eau Claire, Wis.)
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75 pts In a mailing from Target stores that gave an· "exclusive look at spring '05", three trends
were highlighted. Please give us the exact three trends.
-- "don't be afraid of big, graphic prints"
-- "match structured blazers with flouncy skirts"
-- "We~r rich, vibrant colors together"

81%

15 pts In American Kennel Club vocabulary, what does ASCOB stand for?
-- "Any Solid Color Other than Black"

81%

20 pts If you have "A Question" by Georg, what native language would you most likely be
reading it in?
-- German

11 %

40 pts Audio Trivia # 6827 Please give us the name by which this award-winning
singer/songwriter went by when she hailed from Saint Cloud, and the name by which
she goes today.
-- Lil' Angie -- Angie Stevens

76%

25 pts What were the last words of the famous person assassinated on June 28, 1914?
-- "It is nothing"
(Archduke Franz Ferdinand)

41%

65 pts What family won the Fifth Annual Delray Beach, Florida Bed Race?
-- Siska
(Kelly, Rory, Chris, Dylan, & Shane)

0%

40 pts What is TV character Robert Romano's favorite hotdish? Please be complete.
-- Steak and Macaroni with Cheese with Ham Alfredo

15%

45 pts Please give us the first and last name of the first woman entitled to circulate freely on
the floor of the New York Stock Exchange.

-- Mary Roehling
58%

15 pts What early 1980's band scored their only hit with a song whose title mirrored all the
vowels in the English language?
-- EBN-OZN (pronounced ee-been oh-zen)
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80 pts In 2006 "Highlights for Children" printed its one billionth copy. The magazine featured
a larger-than-usual Hidden Picture activity. Please give us all the items hidden in this
picture that have wings.
-- butterfly

-- chicken

-- duck

-- seagull

24%

15 pts TV _character Larry Cone runs an internet business out of his apartment. What is the
website address that Larry uses?
-- T-Shirts Ahoy dot com

69%

20 pts Please tell us how many corkscrews Princess Ariel has in her collection.
-- 20

45%

50 pts What was the name of the boa constrictor that Alice Cooper posed with for Annie
Leibovitz in 1972?
-- Kachina

33%

40 pts Visual Trivia #1 What insane contest was occurring in this picture?
-- Bognor Birdman

1%

60 pts Drew and the gang hire wrestling star "The Disciplinarian" to promote Buzz Beer.
Eventually Kate begins dating him and Buzz Beer gets the best of him. What is the first
and last name of "The Disciplinarians" alter ego?
-- Carol Morganstem

31 %

30 pts Audio Trivia #6709 It's time for the Muppet Show! What language is this introducti01
done in?
-- Hebrew

5%

60 pts A few years ago Dell ran a series of commercials featuring three of their new 'interns.'
Please give us the interns first names and their barl;ge numbers.
-- Adam, 584336

54%

-- Darren, 584338

-- Sarah, 584337

15 pts Please give us the only two flavors of Hunts Snack Pack pudding that don't contain
milk.
-- Lemon -- Lemon Meringue Pie
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60 pts In 2005, McDonald's restaurants distributed a Fun Times pamphlet focused on Road &
Bike Safety. Please give us the names of the three children whose illustrations were
included on page eleven. We only need their first names.
-- Aluin

-- Jessica

-- Zeshan

86%

15 pts The Great Pyramid of Giza was the resting place for what Pharoah?
-- Cheops or Khofu

64%

20 pts What four letter word comes after the following words: water, ear, birth?
-- mark

66%

45 pts What Minnesotan helped design the Wheaties boxes celebrating the 75th anniversary of
the Negro Leagues and ~lack History Month? First and last name, please.
-- Stephen Slater

54%

30 pts Audio Trivia # 6802 In January, this woman detour~d from her own personal daredevil
feat to come to the aid of a man who had failed at the exact same stunt. Who is this
woman, who was she trying to rescue, and what were they trying to do?
-- Donna Lange

56%

-- Ken Barnes

-- Sail around the world

60 pts In the TV series "M*A*S*H," John McIntyre was selected to box against a guy known
as "Killer" from the 3099th. What was McIntyre's ring name?
-- Kid Doctor

63%

35 pts In the spring of 2000, it took six Grapefruit league men to accomplish this feat. What
was it?
-- Pitch a perfect game (Mar 14, 2000)

83%

30 pts Before Janet Jackson's wardrobe malfunction there was the picture of Janet with nothin
but a pair of hands to cover her breasts. Whose hands were they? First and last name,
please
-- Rene Elizondo (her then husband)

50%

15 pts Audio Trivia # 6807 Who is this award-winning leading man, first and last name, and
on what modem television series will you find him?
-- Hugh Laurie

-- House
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(8:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
First half hour
Ever noticed that the most popular songs sound the same? Well ....
They are the same! And we will prove it!
69%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6901 Please give us EACH Song· Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip.
-- Run DMC "tricky" & Metallica "Enter Sandman"

60%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6902 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard iI
this audio clip.
-- George Michael "Careless Whisper" & Bon Jovi "Dead or Alive"

100%

4.0 pts Audio Trivia #6903 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip. (T.O. is "Galvanize, not "Don't Hold Back")
-- Chemical Brothers "Don't Hold Back" & Velvet Underground "Sweet Jane"

54%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6904 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard iI
this audio clip.
-- Gnarls Barkly "Crazy" & Supertramp "The Logical Song"

68%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6905 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip.
-- Nelly Furtado "Maneater" & Phil Collins "Easy Lover"

68%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6906 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip.
-- F ergie "London Bridge" & Cake "ShortSkirt/Long Jacket"

69%

40 pts Audio Trivia-#6907 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip.
-- Rick James "Super Freak" & Duran Duran "Girls on Film"

73%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6908 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip.
-- Bubba Sparxxx "Ms. New Booty" & Men Without Hats "Safety Dance"

63%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6909 Please give us EACH Song Title and corresponding Artist heard
in this audio clip.
-- Beastie Boys "Sabotage" & Led Zeppelin "Black Dog"
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(8:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
Second half hour

14%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6911 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Under the Influence of Giants, Steely Dan, Queen, Steve Miller, David Bowie,
Common"

48%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6912 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Willie Nelson, U2"

18%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6913 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- Coolio, INXS, Ciara, Depeche Mode, Survivor, Blondie, Chemical Brothers"

10%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6914 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Cheryl Lynn, Fat Joe, Nelly"

66%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6915 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Prince, Phil Collins"

65%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6916 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Dead or Alive, Christina Aguilera"

45%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6917 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Madonna, Death Cab For Cutie"

54%

40 pts Audio Trivia #6918 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- ''Notorious B.I.G., Red Hot Chili Peppers"
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40 pts Audio Trivia #6919 Please give all Artists included in the entire piece this audio clip
came from. Beware! There may be more artists in the complete piece than what is
heard in the audio clip.
-- "Kanye West, Beethoven, Walter Murphy"
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36%

75 pts Visual Trivia #12Please tell us the name of this band.
-- Stiff Little Fingers

48%

15 pts Audio Trivia # 6800 Who was the unfortunate subject of these discussions? First and
last name, please.
-- Shilpa Shetty

88%

20 pts What actor and actress appeared on the cover of the May 21 through 27, 1955 TV
Guide? First and last names, please.
· --Audrey Meadows

-- Jackie Gleason

89%

40 pts From the movie "Femgully", please give us the last name of Zak, the sixteen year old
lumberjack who gets shrunk by Crysta and learns a very important ecology lesson from
the fairies.
-- Young

63%

20 pts What insect was the theme behind the 2002 Denver Botanic Garden's maize maze?
-- Honeybee (not bee, not bumblebee)

15%

78%

5%

74%

100 pts From where did Burma Shave jingle creator Allen Odell purchase the lumber to produc
his first signs?
. -- Rose Brothers Reclaimed Lumber Company
20 pts Audio Trivia# 6817Name that tune: Just the song title will do.
-- "Everything Comes Down to Poo."
40 pts Which celebrity once asked Terry Bradshaw "What sport did you play?" First and last
name, please.
-- Alyssa Milano
15 pts Lyrically speaking, what do showers remind Kenneth Gordy of?
-- Psycho
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26%

80 pts During an old radio program interview, PJ Proby's mother shared with the world her
favorite ballad, which PJ has never recorded, but Elvis Presley has. Please give us the
name of that song.
-- That's When Your Heartaches Begin

58%

15 pts Carnegia gigantea was named after a famous businessman. Please give us the common
name of this species and the first and last name of the man it was named after.
-- Saguro Cactus

-- Andrew Carnegie

85%

20 pts The death of political activist Giusippie Pinelli inspired what play?
-- "Accidental Death of a Anarchist"

0%

55 pts Magilla Gorilla was hired to promote a vehicle that carried the slogan "So simple a
gorilla can operate it." Give us the name of this vehicle.
-- Huffinobile

43%

35 pts Audio Trivia# 6810 As this traveler from far, far away struggles to master the English
language, she gets frustrated while singing along with a small girl who substitutes what
for the letter S?
-- Cookie Monster

4%

70 pts What is the name of television character Zack Mango's pet fish? Please give us his firs
name, last name and middle initial.
-- N atha~ial J Scaleyback

1%

40 pts What actor was quoted in 1996 as saying "I'm a family man with two kids who lives in
Ward Cleaver-type neighborhood." First and last name, please.
-- Phil Hartman

30%

50 pts Please give us the name of the only score that John Philip Sousa ever composed for
children.
-- "Chris and the Wonderful Lamp"

91 %

10 pts What spice, other than nutmeg, is derived from the fruit of the nutmeg tree?
-- mace
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10%

60 pts In the movie "The Pirate Movie," what was the name of the dream pirate ship that
Frederic was an apprentice on?
-- The Avenger

81%

15 pts The "Statue of Libido" was a .nickname given to what actress? First and last name,
please.
-- Mae West

39%

20 pts Audio Trivia # 6806 Please give us the first and last name of the actor playing opposit(
Joan Severence in this scene.
-- Kevin Spacey

56%

45 pts Visual Trivia #7 Please give us the first and last name of the person commissioned to
do this portrait.
-- John Wonnacott

59%

35 pts What is the name of the blind blues guitar player that Ickis befriends in the cartoon
"Aaahh!!! Real Monsters"?
-- Ellis Robinson

39%

60 pts In "Arthur's Perfect Christmas," Buster Baxter's Mother takes Buster out for Christmas
brunch. What is the name of the restaurant where Buster and his Mother dine?
-- La Bruncherie (A Fahey Place for Brunch)

49%

30 pts Visual Trivia #5 Please give us the first and last name of the man in this picture.
-- Enzo Ferrari

78%

40 pts What two things make up the composition of the stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame?
-- brass

81%

-- terrazzo

· 15 pts Walk It! Wag it! Work it! Who won Old Navy's spot as the new Magic?
·-- Paco
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60 pts In 1999, a New Jers~y seventh grader spent over $3 million on eBay. Please tell us the
most expensive item he purchased and how much he paid for it(T.O. -wording is

misleading)
-- bed (belonging to Canada's first prime minister John Alexander Macdonald)
-- four hundred nine thousand dollars ($409,000)

40%

15 pts On the Late Show with Jay Leno, please give us the two pool balls seen rolling across
the screen when they go to commercial break.
-- cue ball

76%

-- ten ball

20 pts Over the last few years, we have been blessed with the face of the Virgin Mary on a
grilled cheese sandwich, seen Jesus in the clouds everywhere, and even spotted the face
of Mother Theresa on a cinnamon bun. Please tell us the name of the phenomenon that
explains all this divine recreation.
-- Pareidolia (pronounced payer-eye-DOH-lee-uh)

13%

40 pts Audio Trivia# 6828Ifyou see these videos on the tenth, seventeenth and last day, wh,
are you taking part in?
-- The Da Vinci Code Quest on Google

90%

25 pts According to a 2002 Forbes article, who is number 7 on the list of the top 15 richest
ficticious people?
-- Bruce Wayne

1%

75 pts Please complete this print advertisment: "You made 3 banana cream pies for the bake
sale. Your helper found that 1 lost banana peel. An unfortunate slip-up. Don't worry.
You've got" ?
-- Hefty

3%

40 pts The Cap'n Crunch Oops! All Berries promotion invited you to select from seventeen
choices to produce your own cereal. Four of the choices are not things you would find
in the food aisles of your neighborhood grocer. Please name those four.
-- Dog Hair

10%

-- Other

-- Socks

-- Worms

45 pts It's a Rocky Mountain Fable. In this commercial we see the classic scene of a woman
tied to railroad tracks struggling to escape as a train bears down on her. According to
the man that saved her, what kind of knot was securing her to the tracks?
-- Constrictor knot with a midshipman's hitch

90%

10 pts What planet recently lost its planetary status?
-- pluto
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80 pts June 5th and 6th, 1992, brought what festival to San Diego, California?
-- Fabric Fantasies Festival
15 pts From the movie "Wallace & Gromit: the Curse of the Were-Rabbit", what kind of
cheese revives the near-dead Wallace?
-- Stinking Bishop

83%

20 pts -Scurvy was a disease that claimed 1 in 4 sailors when they were at sea for long periods
of time. What was the first and last name of the 18th century naval surgeon that set out
to find a counter measure, and what was the name of the vessel that he carried out his
in ital research?
-- James Lind -- HMS Salisbury

58%

50 pts Visual Trivia #6 What agency does this symbol represent?
-- MIS (em eye five) OR Military Intelligence 5

38%

25 pts Audio Trivia #6791 Please tell us who this person could be, according to Japanese
experts.
-- (the) Mona Lisa

68%

70 pts In their 1983 release, this Minneapolis band sang about whirling approximately 330
miles from a city in Minnesota to a city in Wisconsin. Please name the band and the
two cities they mention.
-- The Replacements -- Duluth -- Madison

74%

25 pts What is the difference of the asking price for Bill and Hillary Clinton's Chappaqua
house and the actual purchase price? Please be exact.
-- five thousand dollars ($1.7million minus 1.695 million)

91%

35 pts In February of 2000, who wrote "I have been grateful over the years for the loyalty of
our editors and the wonderful support and love expressed to me by fans of the comic
strip" First and last name, please.
-- Charles Schultz

75%

15 pts What was the name of the first NFL team to play in Mi_nnesota?
-- (The) Minneapolis Marines
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45%

75 pts Name the artist and title of the #1 College Album according to the CMJ New Music
Report from Sept. 13, 1999.
-- MACHA -- See It Another Way

39%

15 pts Audio Trivia #6710 Please tell us the name of the song this clip was taken from.
-- Train, Train

80%

20 pts You know that little pack of peanuts you get on airlines? One airline gives out edible
whales. On the package they state they are the proud sponsor of an aquarium. Name the
airlines and the aquarium.
-- Air Tran Airways

55%

-- Georgia Aquarium

45 pts I din sip be fruit lis ~empt con urge fee entity rig. · This babbling sente~ce contains
anagrams of 5 pop~lar words in a top ten list put out in 2005. Please give us the other :
words from that list.
-- conclave

-- inept

-- levee

-- pandemic

-- tsunami

44%

30 pts Audio Trivia #6753 Please tell us the name of the singer you just heard.
-- KT Tunstall

60%

80 pts Visual Trivia #22 Please give us the first and last name of the photographer who took
this picture and the city and state it was taken in. Hint: the young girl at the front of th
picture is the daughter of Mama Cass.
-- Henry Diltz

53%

30 pts With three each, these states supplied us with the most Secretarys of Agriculture. For 31
points, please give us these three state·s.

-- Illinois
29%

-- Laurel Canyon, California

-- Indiana

-- Iowa

35 pts Please give us the month, day and year the Stearns County Jail went "Smoke Free". Fo
this question, DO NOT call the county jail OR 911. You may end up there.
-- March First, 1992

85%

15 pts ·What do Pinky and The Brain try to do every night?
-- take over the world
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1%

500 pts Audio Trivia #6900For 500 trivia points, please give us the names of the twenty eight
worldly animated television shows present in the following audio montage. You have
until the end of the hour before time runs out on this question. Good luck.
-- Around the World With Willy Fogg
-- (the) Backyardigans
-- Beanie and Cecil
-- (the) Beatles
-- Dangermouse
-- Dora the Explorer
-- (the) Fantastic Voyages of Sinbad the Sailor -- Goober & the Ghost Chasers
-- Jackie Chan Adventures
-- James Bond Junior
-- (the Real Adventures of) Jonny Quest -- Kim Possible
-- Laff A Lympics
-- Missiqn Magic
-- Muppet Babies
-- Pokemon
-- Samurai Jack
-- Speed Racer
-- Superman
-- Sylvester and Tweety Mysteries
-- Talespin
-- Teen Titans
-- (the) Tick
-- Wacky Races
-- Where On Earth Is Carmen Sandiego -- Where's Waldo
-- (the) Wild Thornberrys
-- (the) World of Commander McBragg
(PHONE BANK - anything in between the brackets ( ) is optional. If they include it in
a guess, that's fine as long as they give you the rest of the answer. Example: if they
guess ""The Real Adventures"", it is wrong; if they' guess "Jonny Quest" or "The Real
Adventures of Jonny Quest", it is right.)

85%

15 pts This American architect was responsible for the Massachussetts State House and the
Connitecut State House. First and last name, please.
-- Charles Bulfinch

51 %

20 pts Please give us the name of the nursery rhyme based on the following clues "destination
store, repeat"
-- To Market, To Market

45%

35 pts In one TV episode, Captain Cool is at his college reunion where he finds an old
refrigerator left from his days as a student. While reminiscing about the fridge, he
discovers that it is in desperate need of defrosting. What 3 things does Captain Cool sa
he needs to complete the defrosting?
-- A spatula, a pan (and) a Bible

8%

30 pts This 1992 SCSU graduates' films include "Live to Tell." Please give us his first and
last name.
-- Perrin Spychala
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1%

75 pts In the Hallmark Channel series "Mystery Woman", Kellie Martin plays a bookstore
owner who also solves crime. In a recent episode a KGB agent-turned-author give a
signed book to her colleague Philby. What does the inscription in the front of the book
say?
-- "The Shadows serve not only to conceal those who wish to do evil, but also to prote,
those who seek to do good."

48%

40 pts Visual Trivia #17 Please give us this figures complete name
-- Hailey, The Little Biker Baby Doll

26%

45 pts Please give us the next word in the following ad for the city of Memphis: "Every club o
Beale has a smoking section. It's called the ... "
-- Stage

81 %

15 pts The family seat of the Duke of Beaufort was instrumental in the naming of what sport?
-- Badminton
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70 pts On this short lived series, Nate Dineen moves back in with his parents and is
reconnecting with all of his friends from high school. One of his best friends is a longhaired gentleman by the name of Dove. What is the name of the rock star that Dove ha
a tattoo of?
-- Kip Winger

70%

15 pts Lyrically speaking, what day of the week does Robert Smith wait?
-- Saturday

88%

20 pts · A 2003 book rated the worst places to live in the United Kingdom. Which location
claimed the top honor?
-- Hull

10%

50 pts Audio Trivia # 6834 In 1977 this song was parodied in a very successful short film,
itself a parody of another very successful film. ·Please recite for us the lyrics to the
parody song, as heard in the parody film.
-- "I'm ·proud to be old Obi Wan Kenobi."

69%

58%

25 pts Visual Trivia #3 What are the names of these two characters?
-- Bosko -- Honey
100 pts Jeane Dixon, the woman who prophetized about the assassination of President Kennedy
for years, was having lunch with friends when her prophecy finally came true. Please
tell us what meal she ordered for lunch that d·ay.
-- Eggs Florentine

4%

35 pts In 1995, who wrote the following, first and last name please, and why was he famous "Shannon Faulkner is in The Citadel in Charleston, South Carolina, as a cadet, the only
time in 152 years that a female has been admitted to the ranks. I think she's a snot ... "
-- Robert Shields

5%

-- he'd written the world's longest diary

3 5 pts The doctor says to the patient "what _seems to be the trouble?" Raising his arm, the
patient says "it hurts when I do this." Please give us the punchline and the movie this
joke made an appearance in back in 2001.
-- "The doctor says 'don't do that'"

75%

-- Monsters Inc.

15 pts Audio Trivia #6776 Please give us the first and last name of the person supposedly
singing this tune.
-- Bobby Kennedy OR Robert Kennedy
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150 pts Audio Trivia #6765 Please give us the name of the relatively obscure Israeli band you
just heard. Think theme.
-- Passepartout

55%

15 pts What is the longest running drama series in history?
-- (the) Guiding Light

89%

20 pts All but two of the fifty states in the United States are divided into counties. Which two
states aren't?
. -- Alaska -- Louisiana

8%

50 pts What was selection number 62377 on the BMG Music Service promotional brochure
number PIO 1-06-1? Artist and album title please.
-- Chris Rice

6%

-- Amusing

40 pts On June 26th, 1948, a memorial was unveiled in St. Paul in memory of the first Swedis
settler in Minnesota. Please give us the full name of the person who did the unveiling.
-- Bertil Gustaf Oskar Carl Eugen (who was Prince Bertil of Sweden)

11 %

120 pts Please tell us the first and last names of the six scheduled callers at the 8th Annual
Texas Square Dance Jamboree in McAllen, Texas.
-- Bob Baier -- Darryl Lipscomb -- Jerry Haag
-- Jerry Story -- Larry Letson -- Wiley Hutchinson

11 %

40 pts The photos associated with the post-Trivia 2000 article in the St. Cloud_Times featured
five people by name. Please tell us their names as they appeared in The Times.
-- Brian Hurd -- Eric Hurd -- John Augustin
-- Leah Lubbers -- (his wife) Terry [you don't need Terry Hurd]

51%

30 pts In the "Pleasantville" trivia contest, David had a chance to win one thousand dollars and
a trip to a real Pleasantville in the continental United States. How many Pleasantvilles
could he have chosen from?
-- 13 (thirteen)

74%

15 pts Where would you find the Maiwand Lion?
-- F arbury Gardens, Reading, England
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125 pts Audio Trivia #6833 With whom is this man speaking? First and last name, please.
-- Fareed Guyot

89%

20 pts If your mom is travelling at 50 miles per hour in a westbound train at 4:20pm Eastern
Time going to Central Standard time and Super man is flyin at 648 miles per hour from
Bangledesh and they have reservations in St. Cloud at 6: 15pm Central Standard Time,
please tell us how many beers you drank this weekend.
-- More than one

88%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6852 Princess Cari would like to kn·o w ...
-- a smile

89%

20 pts Peter Piper picked a pack of peppered pandas. How did they taste?
... _ endangered (or) -- like chicken

91%

20 pts Audio Trivia #6851 Jeffy Hamster would like to know ...
--NO

88%

20 pts Where wolf?
- YES

89%

20 pts Got fuzzy grandma mittens?
-- You better get some. It's cold outside.

86%

20 pts What color was the white limo that delivered the hamsters to the bar on Friday night?
-- Um, white, dumbass.

86%

20 pts Salt and _ _ _ _ _?
--pepper (or) --pepa
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KVSC received the foil owing email a few days prior to the 2007 contest ...

Good afternoon,

I've just found out that your 50 hour trivia contest is this weekend.
While I enjoy a good time as much as anyone else .... receiving numerous
phone calls to my phone at 3:00 AM from folks asking trivia questions
about the SPAM Museum isn't top on my list.

While I understand the n·e ed to keep the questions confidential, I'd like to
inquire as ~o whether I could find ·out this year's question ahead of time
so that I can be prepared for the onslaught of phone calls.

I'm just

trying to save my sanity as well as my family's. I can't believe the
number of folks that get irate if I don't know the answer to some obscure
question and that I won't get in my car and drive to the museum to check it
out.

Thanks for your assistance.

SPAM

Museum ■

Hormel Foods Corporate Services, LLC

(name blacked out to protect the innocent from being ravished!)

Dan Nikolaisen, 2/14/07 11:00 PM -0600, Thanks!!
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From: "Dan Nikolaisen" <ai_ _ _ _ _ _ _..
To: <satchroo@kvsc.org>
Cc: " 'Kari Nikolaisen'" ·<karimail@mchsi.com>
Subject: Thanks!!
Date: Wed, 14 Feb 2007 23:00:59 -0600
Thread-Index: AcdQvkiFEBmXYrbsQVCE+DOloKRiig=
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 15 Feb 2007 05:02:07.0883 {UTC) FILETIME=[71562DB0:01C750BE]
Jo,
Thanks once again to yourself, KVSC, and the army of volunteers who made Trivia weekend a BLAST! I'm always
impressed with how smooth things go and how extremely well organized the event is.
Dan Nikolaisen
Captain of the "Redneck Zombie MoFos"
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